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The inspiration for choreographer Ricardo Graziano's "In a State of Weightlessness" was a talk about walking on the moon. The piece, a world premiere, is one of four works being performed this weekend by Sarasota Ballet in its enchanting Jacob's Pillow debut. 
(christopher duggan — jacob's pillow) 

BECKET >> Love is in the air this week as the Sarasota Ballet, celebrating 25 seasons, makes its enchanting debut at Jacob's 
Pillow. 

Love swirls gracefully among sets of intertwining partners; it reaches over the footlights to beguile audiences being treated to 
choreography that illuminates the company's present, past and, in a world premiere, its future. 

Though the program's three works span a half-century and differ widely, they share an appealing care and tenderness displayed 
among the dancers, as well as classy recorded music by uncredited performers. 

"The American," from 2001, was choreographed by Christopher Wheeldon, who won a Tony Award in June for "An American in 
Paris" on Broadway. His piece is set to Dvorak's exuberant "American" Quartet, one of the famous group he composed (along with 
the "New World" Symphony) during a stay in Iowa. 

The dance has the look, dress and gesture of traditional ballet, with Jeff A.R. Jones's flowing skirts and tights in the atmospheric 
colors of wheat, earth and sky. Its opening movement shows off six buoyant if unadventurous couples. In the middle movement, a 
gentle, measured pas de deux (with Danielle Brown and Ricardo Rhodes on Wednesday), the hot coral backlight with hazy sun 
changes to the blue moonlit cool of evening; the pair is kind without being pushy. 

In the finale, the charmers of the opening return, along with the heat and sun. Wheeldon, whose roots are British, sees the American 
Plains as the place to be, and when it comes to making dances, he's in company with Martha Graham and Agnes DeMille. 

"Monotones I" and "Monotones II" are set to music of Satie by Sir Frederick Ashton, the Sarasota's hovering spirit. It's odd that 
works of the English master are preserved in sunny Florida, but the company director Iain Webb, originally of the Royal Ballet, has 
been doing exactly that since 2007 and has developed quite a collection. 

Compared to the Wheeldon and the thrilling premiere that followed, "Monotones" proved a too-accurate name. This is a pair of 
modernist pas de trois, each with a spotlighted trio in skullcaps and white leotards (one group with added sequins) by the 
choreographer. 

Dancers link elbows, point feet and help one another through positions and poses, without conveying the sense of engagement that 
enlivens the other two ballets. It is insider choreography, not for lay viewers, and fits in as a small middle piece scored by a notable 
composer. But it is not what the great name of Ashton calls to mind. 

The inspiration for "In a State of Weightlessness," by young Brazilian company member Ricardo Graziano, was a talk about walking 
on the moon. It's a beautiful incarnation of the concept, with five women in nude-color leotards imaginatively squired through the 
air on a darkened stage by men in black — suggesting an invisible force, or bunraku puppeteers. 

These women perch on the shoulders of their obscured partners and are carried off, waving their arms like floating snakes. They 
enter again one by one, carried in unusual poses: bicycling or horizontal with legs spread or dragged diagonally. The dance ends as it 
began, women sitting in the air, arms akimbo. 

Listening to the achingly rich slow movement background of the Tirol Piano Concerto by Philip Glass — who always benefits from 
visual enhancements — it was hard to wait for the chance to applaud, which the audience sprang up to do. 

If this is the future, bring it on. 
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